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TESTS OF A COMPOSI TE ALUMINUM ~D CONCRETE: HIGHWAY. BRIDGE

(For OraL Presentation at.N;CEAnnua1 Convention
in Washington,. D.C. "October .22, 1959)

by

A. INTRODUCTION

.1. . Background

Basedon.experiencewith.aircraftstructures, the Kinetics Division

(i:t f\'l1rchild. Engine and_Airplane Corporation designed .. a,composi te aluminum and

.concrete highway. bridge using the principles of. semi-monocoque. construction.

The des~gn permitted shop fabr~cation of large triangu1ar.ce11u1ar un~ts of the

aluminum portion of the bridge. .Compared .wi th conventional, bridge structures,

this combinati9n of .light.weight ·materia1and shop fabri,cation .offered.the

fo11owing'advantages (Slide 1):

1. ,~lower dead.weight .anddead weight stresses.

2. abutments, footings, and end.supports.cou1dbe of lighter
construction.

3. lower transportation costs from the point of fabrication ,to
the erection site.

4. field erection ,costs would be red~ced.

5! '.maintenance costs after erection ..wou1d .be lower.

,Designed.withtheassistance of the Bureau of.Public.Roa4s, in

Bccordance·with.the·American .Associationof State_HighwayOfficia~s

Specifications and the American.Society of Civil .Engineers Specifications for

the alloy used, a.two-1ane,test structure of 50-foot span was fabricated.at

.the 'Fairchild .p1ant , ,Hagerstown, .Maryland, and.erec ted and .. tes ted on .the-Lehigh

Uni....ersity.Campus in Beth1~hem,.Pennsylvania.
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.2 • Purpos e and ..Scope

The primarypurposes"ci.f;;:t.he,:t:es t. prggram.:.we:re.: .as .·:follows:

1. determine.the .response of .thestructure to an applied
.static 'load, enabling .comparisonbetween predicted
and actual .beha-irior •

.. 2.. determine suitability of the structure for:highway.service
\ as indicated .by an .ant~cipated li'fetime of. load .repeti tions.

3. determine the ultimate static strength.ofthestructure.

B. ,.DESCRIPTION. OF, TESTS

L. The Test Bridge

One of the final.steps in the plant fabrication,was.themating of.the

components onspecialjigs to insure.a proper fit at the erection. site (Slide 3) .

.The aluminum ~ortionof ·the. bridge .consisted .essentially. of .three ·.50-footlong

hollow triangular beams,.each.mounted on .its inversed .apex,bolted .. together at the

upper c,?rners • Two horizontal plates. tied the three lower apices together forming

.a.complete.hridge. Eachbeam.was composed of three longitudinal extrusions, three

stiffened plate.F,. andstiffening frames at 5-foot spacing. Attached to the top

plating ·was ~. 1/2" deep corrugated decking upon.whichthe reinforced concrete

roadway was ~ater poured•. Z-Sectionshear.connectors.wereatt~ched.tothe ,main

longitudi~al.extrusions. ,Nine-inch.cantileversat the edge of the ,outside

triangular'beaIl1S completed .the full.24-foot :widthof .roagway. ,To react.the

.stresses caused by the·difference in .thermal coefficients of aluminum and. concrete,

.~ .shear tra~sfer device called a "thermal beam" was used .near each end of the

atructure.

I

.The five basicsub-~ssemblies,.consisting .. of the .threetriangular
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beams and two bottom plates, were then.transported .by truck to the test site

(Slide 4). The erection sequenc~ for the aluminum structure was as follows:

1. Mating of two triangtes and one bottom plate to form ~he

first unit placed on the end supports (Slide 5).

2. Placing of the second bottom plate (Slide Q).

3. Placing of the third triangular beam (Slide 7).

4. Completion.of the field bolting.

Steps one ·to three were completed the first day and step four was completed

the following day. .Cold driven rivets .were used in .the shop fabrication, and

statldard.nuts and bolts and commercial type lockbolts were used in the .field.

The completed.structure assembled 11,360 lbs. of ·606l-T6 aluminum alloy extrusion

and plating into a five .cell semi-monocoque bridge.

The concrete used· for the deck embodied a slag-aggregate.whqse

light weight helped to minimize the dead-weight stresses in .. the aluminum. The

deck extended 5 7/8 inches above the top of the 2 l/2-inch deep corrugations in

.the top surface ,of .the aluminum structure (Slide 8) .. All steel reinforcing bars

weEB8placed above the corrugations and separated from the aluminum by insulation.

The need for any external support of the formwork during the pouring .of the

~oncrete deck was eliminated by bolting the aluminum side forms directly to the

top outer edges of the aluminum structure.

2. Test Program (Slide 9)

The test program was designed to check the structure statically before

and after each series of dynamic load applications. Thus any damage or change
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in strain distribution within the structure-could be detected. The test bridge'

was subjected to 13 static tests, and a dynamic test program _sunnnarized.asfollows:

1. 250,000 cycles at design live load plus impact moment, MLL .

2. 250,000 cycles at 125% MLL .

3. 753,000 cycles at 150% MLL'

4..200,OUO cycles at 125% MLL .wi th load applied eccentrically
producing a torsional moment -of 6,220,000 in-lbs.

This is estimated to be well beyond the cyclic loading endured .by a bridge on a

Class I highway in more than 100 ¥ears of service.'

In addition to the static and fatigue tests, three impact loadings

were applied to the span to determine the natural frequency of the structure.

The final static test was to destruction.

3. Test Procedure

A test frame, erected over the bridge at mid-span, supported two

Amsler hydraulic jacks, each in bearing against a transverse loading beam which

applied the load concentrically in the 12-foot traffic lane (Slide 10). Each

be~m acted against the deck through two l3 il X 26 11 steel bearing pads 6 feet

center to center, designed to simulate the rear tire spacing of an H15-44 truck.

For the eccentric static and dynamic load tests, jacks were placed three feet

on each side of the centerline of one traffic lane to produce one lane loading.

The reaction for the applied loads was provided by the dead weight

of the frame, the frame footings, and steel slabs stacked.on-the frame and

footings. For the destruction.tests, the jack loads were augmented_by steel

slabs placed directly on the bridge.
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For the dynamic tests, each jack was q.riven .by an ,Amsler pulsator

. which produces sinusoidal variation of .load. The two pulsators, connected in

-5

parallel to insure synchronization,applied.the loadat.a rate of 250 cycles per

minute.

To eliminate the effects of temperature during the static tests,

three .readings were made to determine ~he effects of each load increment:

1. Readings of all gages wi th .no load on tb,e span.

2. Readings of all gages with .the span .loaded to ,the appropriate
increment.

3. Final readings of the span again completely unloaded.

Averaging the loading and unloading increments minimized ,temperature effects on

the results. To check .the accuracy of the method, one test was run during the

night, a period of small temperature change, and then repeated over a normal day-

time variation.of ten to fifteen .degreesFahFenheit. Very good correlation was

obtained.

4. Instrumentation

Because of symmetry of the test structure and applied load, :~.,;.,:i::.;:,

:~rj~tnJmentat:i.on was .~pplied to the east ·half of the bridge only and measured

the following:

(1) deflections at the centerline and quarter point.

(2) strains at the centerline due to bending.

(3) strains at the quarter point due to bending and shear.

(4) strains in the center frame and end frame.

All aluminum strain measurements were made with resistance type

SR~4 uniaxial or rosette electrical strain gages bonded to the metal surface.
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A strainometer, also an electrical resistance type gage, was used .to measure

internal concrete strains. On the concrete deck surface, strains were measured

w~th a mechanical Whittemore gage over a ten-inch gage length. Deflections of

the span were measured with dial gages under the three main longitudinal members

at the centerline and quarter point .. Scales were placed on the ·deck at the

centerline, quarter point and .over the end supports to check the dial deflections,

determine any relative deflection between the deck and tension members, and

measure any possible support settlement. These scales were read against.a fixed

reference with an engineer's level. Dial gages were also used .to measure the

horizontal movement of the free end of the bridge relative to the center fixed

pedestal of the end support, and the relative movement .between~he concrete deck

and a top longitudinal member.

During all dynamic load tests maximum centerline deflections under

the norbh and south extrusions were measured with sl~p-gages, mechanical. devices

employing a dial gage to record.maximum downward movement (Slide 11). During

one dynamic test in which load was applied eccentrically to the span,'a record

was made of centerline deflections and strains in the three bottom longitudinal

extrusions using a six-channel Brush Recorder. The natural frequency of the

structure was determined by recording the instantaneous centerline deflection of

the span due to a suddenly applied load, using the Brush equipment and a

cantilever bar mounted with SR-4 gages.

The ambient air temperature and temperature distribution within the

span were recorded throughout the testing period.
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C. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The theoretical analysis of the ·test structure made by Fairchild

Engine and Airplane Corporation is described in their.Report.No. 50~Sl and is

briefly summarized .in Fritz Laboratory Report No. 275.1. The.resu1ts of this

analysis will be used .as a basis of~~mparison for thetest.resu1ts.

A comparison. of the live load plus impact.moment diagram for H15-44

AP~HO loading and for the equiva1ent.test loading is shown in Slide 12..A

~:est load of 69,000 1bs. applied .at the centerline produced a bending moment

equal to the live load plus impact moment of 10,313,000 in-1bs. required.byAASHO

specifications.

D. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

1. . Deflections

A comparison of the predicted and measured deflections under a load

of 69 kips (100% ~t.~,at. the .centerline) is shown in Slide 13 for measurements
.,

. i~de at the centerline and .quarter point.

In Slide 14, the predicted stresses in the bottom longitudinal members

at. the centerline due to the design live load plus impact moment are compared

with the stresses derived from the measured strains, using a modulus of.e1asticity

Eo of1G,000,OOO psi. For the same load (69,OUO 1bs.) eccentrically applied, the

stresses are as shown in Slide 15. The stresses in the .top longitudinal aluminum

members were .p~gligib1e.

Test results indicated the location of the neutral axis .was in the
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plane of the top sheet, approximately 47.4 inches above the gages on the bottom

members (Slide 16). The calculated .height of the neutral axis from.the.same

reference was 46.6 inches.

Stresses in the concrete under concent~ic ~oading varied from.280

psi to 360 psi; under eccentric loading the concrete stresses varied from 390

psi in the loaded lane to 180 psi in the unloaded lane. All concrete stresses

were based on a modulus of elasticity of 3,000,000 psi. Results indicated that

the entire deck was active in bending.

Calculated shear stresses and the stresses derived from the measured

strains using.a shear modulus G of 3,840,000 psi are compared in Slide 17 for the

concentric loading, and in Slide 18 for the eccentric loading.

The maximum .measured stress in any member of the centerline frame

was approximately 3200 psi under an eccentrically. applied load of.69,OOO lbs.

The maximum measured compressive stress in the end frame also ocurred under the

.eccentric loading condition and was equal to 3200 psi. The measured stresses

were considerably less than the 6150 'psi calculated .live load design stress.

!emperat~re ~esponseand Natural Frequency (Slide 19)

The centerline deflection of the span averaged 0.0062 inches downward

for a one degree rise in ambient air temperature, compared with a predicted

value of 0.00628 in~hes per degree temperature change. The natural frequency'

was predicted to be approximately 400 cycles per minute and was measured at

333 cycles per minute.

4. Effect of Repeated Loads

Static tests before and after each dynamic test indicated the bridge
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did.not.suffer any visible damage or loss of structural, integrity,due.to the

application of over 1,450 ,000 cycles of load producing from 100%,.. ,', to 150%

design .five load .p1us impact moment.

5. Destruction Test

.A view of. the final static test is shown in ...Slide ;20. Up to a

-9

shear load of, 241,800 lbs. (3·::times design live ·load plus impact shear) and a

bending moment of 63,500,000 in-1bs. (over 6 times design .1ive load plus impact

mnment) there was linear relationship between stat~c loao andall.measured

stresses or deflections (Slide2l).

The highest load sustained by the·bridge produced a bending moment of

100,000 ,000in-lbs. (970% of the live load plus impact .design moment) at the

centerline, with.a corresponding shear force of 378,800 lbs. (flilfJ'%·:~.Q"fj the

AASHO design requirement of ·81,000 1bs.). This load was held for terr~inutes,

\ ',. .-

then partially released. Failuce occur~at 885% MLL during an attemp1,t ·toceload

the span (Slide 22).
. I .

Summary

.Summarizing, with reference to the three objectives stated.ear1ier:

1. There was clos.e correlation. between theoretical and. experimental
behavior of hhe .Fairchild.AluminumBridge under static load .

. 2. The structure withstood over 1,250,000 cycles of load
producing from 100% to ..150% of design live plus impact bending
moment, and 200,000 cycles of 125% of design live load plus
impact moment.applied .eccentrical1y, without evidence of
distress.

3. Final failure of the structure occurred at a load producing
a moment more than 8 times the design live plus impact bending
moment, and a corresponding shear more than· 4 .·times the design
live plus impact shear.
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